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Introduction 

Former literatures documented that periodontal therapy 
in the treatment of single-rooted teeth is simple and appeared 
to be better effective results. Majority studies documented that 
molar with furcation involvements (FI) seem to be more difficult 
as compared to that of molars without FI because of complicated 
furcation morphology and furcation entrance dimension. The 
clinical improvement of periodontal therapy is primary in the 
elimination of plaques and bacterial plaque toxins within the 
contaminated root surfaces providing a biologically acceptable 
environment where healing of the diseased periodontal tissues 
can take place [1]. Former studies documented that long-term 
and short-term results of periodontal therapy can provide 
beneficial effects in arresting the progressive destruction of  

 
periodontal diseases. In addition, it was also demonstrated that 
most remarkable improvement was reached at six months [2,3]. 
Little or limited literatures is available concerning the combined 
techniques of occlusal, periodontal, and prosthetic therapies 
was available using digital scanning radiographic image analysis 
(DSRIA) [4]. A recent study indicated that the effectiveness of 
the combined techniques of occlusal, periodontal, and prosthetic 
therapies entitled as “Sandwich’s technique” to treat severe 
advanced periodontitis (SAP) with secondary occlusal traumatism 
(SOT) [5]. The present was to evaluate the initial, annual, and final 
radiographic periodontal bone levels (*IRPBL, # FRPBL) of teeth 
affected SAP with SOT using an electronic digimatic caliper (EDC) 
and the digital scanning radiographic image analysis (DSRIA) [4].
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Materials and Methods

Study samples selected from a total of 66 abutments with 
both 26 molars (Figure 1a,1b) and 40 non-molar abutments 
(Figure 2a,2b), were treated at Dental Clinic of Kaohsiung Medical 
University Hospital. The mean age of individuals is ranged from 38 
to 78 years old with a mean 54.77(±19.19) years. The initial* and 

final# radiographic periodontal bone levels (*IRPBL, # FRPBL) of 
teeth affected SAP with SOT were calculated using an electronic 
digimatic caliper (EDC) and the digital scanning radiographic 
image analysis (DSRIA) (Figure 3). All the measurements were 
processed and analyzed by the computer system equipped 
with the MIS [6,7]. The flow chart of the CSCTD fabrication and 
treatment procedures demonstration were illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 1a: shows labial appearance of CSCTD.

Figure 1b: shows palatal view of inner crowns of non-molar abutments of CSCTD.

Figure 2a: shows the buccal view of outer crown of CSCTD.
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Figure 2b: shows the palatal view of inner crown of CSCTD.

Figure 3: illlustrates the radiographic periodontal bone levels of teeth affected SAP with SOT were calculated using an electronic 
digimatic caliper (EDC) and the digital scanning radiographic image analysis (DSRIA)[4]. * Guey-Lin Hou: Advances in Dent & Oral 
Health 2020;13 (4): 68-74.

Figure 4: demonstrates the flow chart of the CSCTD fabrication. (PTFW: pure titalium framework; Out: outer; Inn: inner; PC: 
porcelain).
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Results

The results of comparative differences of IRBAL and ERABL 
using the Sandwich’s technique in treating mesial and distal 
abutments of molars and non-molars affected angular bony 
defects were showed in Table 1. In addition, results showed that 

significantly improved RABL after treatment. Both annual (ARPBL) 
were associated with IRPBL, but there was no relationship 
between cumulative (CRABL) and annual (ARABL) changes and 
the treatment periods. IRPBL and CRPBL changes of angular 
bony defects (ABD) in individuals affected SAP with SOT. It was 
concluded that:

Table 1: The comparative differences of IRBAL and ERABL using the Sandwich’s technique in treating mesial and distal abut-
ments of molars and non-molars affected angular bony defects.

ABD Molar (26)
M(SD)

Non-molar(40)
M(SD)

Mesial(43)
M(SD)

Distal(23)
M(SD)

Total(66)
M(SD)

IRABL%
M(SD) 51.57(13.31) 55.14(11.94) 53.17(13.21) 54.79(11.32) 53.74(12.52)

CRABL%
M(SD) 63.99(13.06) 62.68(13.21) 61.53(12.66) 66.32(13.52) 63.19(13.07)

Differ. %
M(SD) 12.43(9.54) 7.54(13.12) 8.36(10.79) 11.53(14.02) 9.46(12.01)

Differ.
Range
(mm) -0.19~4.30 -2.87~ 6.53 -2.87~ 3.77 -1.59~6.53 -2.87~6.53

Differ.
M(SD)
(mm) 1.33(1.11) 0.99(1.83) 0.97(1.37) 1.44(1.92) 1.13(1.59)

P value
Paired
t-test <0.0001 <0.0008 <0.0001 <0.0007 <0.0001

ABD: angular bony defect; N: CSC telescopic abutments; IRABL: initial radiographic alveolar bone level; CRABL: cumulative 
radiographic alveolar bone level; M (SD): mean (standard deviation); Differ: Difference.

a) There is an 8.36±10.79 % and equal to 0.97±1.37 mm 
RABL gain of mesial surface at teeth affected ABD, and revealed a 
statistically significant (p<0.0001) improvement

b) Where there is a remarkably and significant RABL gain 
(11.53± 14.02% as compared to 1.44±1.92 mm) of distal surface 
at teeth affected ABD, respectively. 

Results also indicated that there is a 7.54±13.12% as compared 
to that of 0.99±1.83 mm RABL gain on the Non-molar teeth affected 
ABD, a significant (p<0.0008) improvement of bone gain was 
noted. Similarly, there was a remarkable bone gain on the molars 
affected ABD with a 12.43±9.54% and that of a 1.33±1.11mm and 
showed a statistically significant (p<0.0001). As mentioned above, 
we can concluded that a difference of bone gain between both 
CRABL(%), IRABL (%) and CRABL(mm), IRABL(mm) was 9.46± 
12.01% as compare to 1.13±1.59mm and a remarkable significant 
(p< 0.0001) was found. 

Discussion

The flowchart of the Sandwich’s technique in treating teeth 
affected SAP with severe angular bony loss and higher mobility 
are a summary as follows;

i. Phase I periodontal therapy including scaling and root 
planning and maintain therapy or the mean of non-surgacal 
periodontal therapy (NSPT)

ii. Phase II periodontal therapy is immobilization of 
hypermobile teeth with secondary occlusal traumatism (SOT) 
using therapeutic provisional prosthesis

iii. Non-surgical root separation and/or root resection (RS/
RR) for molar with advanced Class III molar furcation

iv. Fixed prosthesis and/or crown and sleeve-coping 
telescopic denture (CSCTD) prosthesis, or both [5].

Former reported data in some literatures documented that 
NSPT might be not only improve clinical periodontal parameters 
but can also resolve and arrests periodonitis [8-11]. In addition, 
the other studies [12-15] also reported that deep probing pocket 
depths (PPD) within the molar furcation involvements are prone 
to more clinical attachment loss, and an increased mortality 
rate when observed over years. Conflicting data were reported 
concerning the bone fills of angular gain of angular bony defects 
following surgical and non-surgical periodontal therapy. Renvert 
et al. [16] demonstrated that limited repaired often occurred in 
the treatment of intra-osseous defects with flap operation, and 
there was virtually no bone fill after root planning. In contrast, the 
findings of minimal bone fills after scaling and root planning were 
different from the findings reported by both Rosling et al. [17] and 
Polson & Heijl [18] that an abundant bone fills occurred after flap 
operation.
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Little or limited data of literatures concerning the combined 
use of NSPT, TPP, CSCTD and/or fixed prosthesis, also former article 
entitled “the Sandwich’s technique” [5,11,19,20]. The present 
study documented the major discrepancy concerning molar 
prognosis was focused on the high prevalence of complications, 
such as root morphology, recurrence of furcation lesions, poor 
plaque control over the internal root concavity, and inconclusive 
treatment modalities. Our earlier report indicated a remarkable 
clinical improvement in advanced furcation invasion cases after 
RSR and/or RR therapy compared to those exclusively using 
CSCTD [20]. The conclusions of the study were further showed 
by clinical evaluation. Especial concerning the comparative 
differences of both IRABL and FRABL assay, that employed the 
Sandwich’s technique included TPP, NSPT, fixed prosthesis and/
or CSCTD therapies, to treat both non-molars and molars of SAP 
with SOT affected angular bony defects, good periodontal healing, 
occurred at the mesial and distal surfaces.
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